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I HATE ENGLISH
When her family moves to New York from Hong Kong, Mei Mei ﬁnds it diﬃcult to
adjust to school and learn the alien sounds of English

THE BOOK OF LOVE AND HATE
Akashic Books The author of the Lambda Literary Award winner Kamikaze Lust
delivers “a thrilling tale of espionage, family ties, sex, love, and betrayal” (The
Advocate). Jennifer Baron is a failed Olympic speed skater now running her family’s
foundation and trying to stay sober, when her billionaire father disappears. She
travels to Israel in search of him, becoming recklessly entangled in his illegal
dealings and with his enigmatic lover, Gila, a former Mossad agent gone bad. Along
the way, she is drawn into the shadow worlds of the Promised Land, where careerjockeying government agents, fake Orthodox Jews, queer Palestinians on the run,
and other displaced wanderers scramble to ﬁnd home amid the endless cycles of
war, occupation, and heartbreak. The Book of Love and Hate is an unraveling of
white-collar crime and its motivations. It’s a testament to the magniﬁcent oblivion of
love and a shattering of inherited trauma, both personal and historical. “A thriller of
literary pedigree, unbound by convention . . . If you’re seeking a cathartic resolution
in the ﬁnal pages, you might be disappointed—but you shouldn’t be surprised. Not
when you’re talking about Israel and corrupt fortunes, and madness, obsession, and
abuse . . . Just don’t expect to ﬁnd a safe, comforting space in the pages of Lauren
Sanders’s discomforting and terriﬁc book.” —The Village Voice “Sanders knows how
to craft a story. The storyline is riveting, and the personal development of the
characters kept me engaged on a deeper level than even her thrilling plot could. Her
prose is beautiful and brings you to an ending that is sure to have you reeling.”
—Windy City Times
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THE HATING GAME
A NOVEL
HarperCollins Now a movie starring Lucy Hale and Austin Stowell, USA Today
bestselling author Sally Thorne’s hilarious and sexy workplace comedy all about that
thin, ﬁne line between hate and love. Nemesis (n.) 1) An opponent or rival whom a
person cannot best or overcome. 2) A person’s undoing 3) Joshua Templeman Lucy
Hutton and Joshua Templeman hate each other. Not dislike. Not begrudgingly
tolerate. Hate. And they have no problem displaying their feelings through a series of
ritualistic passive aggressive maneuvers as they sit across from each other,
executive assistants to co-CEOs of a publishing company. Lucy can’t understand
Joshua’s joyless, uptight, meticulous approach to his job. Joshua is clearly baﬄed by
Lucy’s overly bright clothes, quirkiness, and Pollyanna attitude. Now up for the same
promotion, their battle of wills has come to a head and Lucy refuses to back down
when their latest game could cost her her dream job…But the tension between Lucy
and Joshua has also reached its boiling point, and Lucy is discovering that maybe she
doesn’t hate Joshua. And maybe, he doesn’t hate her either. Or maybe this is just
another game.

TO HATE ADAM CONNOR
Simon and Schuster There’s a sexy actor living next door… wouldn’t you take a
peek? Adam Connor is an award-winning actor and undeniable heartthrob. He’s also
recently divorced, a single dad and he happens to live right next door to Lucy. And it
might be rude to stare but Lucy just can’t help it. The ladder might have been a little
much though… One night when she’s indulging her stalker side, Lucy sees
something terrible and has no choice but to intervene. She had the best of intentions
but Adam can’t see past it and has her arrested. After that night, they're sworn
enemies. Even though Adam knows he actually owes Lucy a lot and she can’t
pretend she doesn’t still ﬁnd the hot dad act quite appealing...

ANGIE THOMAS 2-BOOK COLLECTION
THE HATE U GIVE AND ON THE COME UP
HarperCollins Discover the critically acclaimed, #1 New York Times bestselling The
Hate U Give and the highly anticipated On the Come Up from Angie Thomas in this
two-book collection. FIND YOUR VOICE. MAKE SOME NOISE. The Hate U Give William
C. Morris Award Winner · National Book Award Longlist · Michael L. Printz Honor Book
· Coretta Scott King Author Honor Book "Absolutely riveting!" —Jason Reynolds
"Stunning." —John Green "This story is necessary. This story is important."—Kirkus
(starred review) "Heartbreakingly topical."—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor neighborhood
where she lives and the fancy suburban prep school she attends. The uneasy
balance between these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting
of her childhood best friend Khalil at the hands of a police oﬃcer. On the Come Up
Sixteen-year-old Bri wants to be one of the greatest rappers of all time. Or at least
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win her ﬁrst battle. As the daughter of an underground hip hop legend who died right
before he hit big, Bri’s got massive shoes to ﬁll. But it’s hard to get your come up
when you’re labeled a hoodlum at school, and your fridge at home is empty after
your mom loses her job. So Bri pours her anger and frustration into her ﬁrst song,
which goes viral…for all the wrong reasons. Want more of Garden Heights? Catch
Maverick and Seven’s story in Concrete Rose, Angie Thomas's powerful prequel to
The Hate U Give.

I LOVE YOU, I HATE YOU
ALL'S FAIR IN LOVE AND LAW IN THIS IRRESISTIBLE ENEMIES-TOLOVERS ROM-COM!
Hachette UK 'Everything you love about romantic comedy - hilarious, sharply
observed, smart, and sexy as hell. I adored this book!' RACHEL HAWKINS 'Smart,
sexy, and feminist, I Love You, I Hate You is a delightful love letter to internet friends
and Nora Ephron. Elizabeth Davis just became an auto-buy author for me' ANNETTE
CHRISTIE 'Complete You've Got Mail magic! Davis's humor made this steamy, feisty
rom-com a delight to read . . . a must read for fans of Nora Ephron rom-coms!'
DENISE WILLIAMS All's fair in love and law . . . You've Got Mail meets Dating
You/Hating You by Christina Lauren and The Hating Game by Sally Thorne in this
sizzling rom-com - readers love it! 'A ﬁve-star read . . . the best read of the year, if
you like your rom coms witty and sweet then you need this story in your life' ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐
⭐ reader review 'Elizabeth Davis's way of writing romance is perfect . . . Amazing
characters and writing, 5/5 stars!' ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ reader review 'Everything I wanted and
more! Their chemistry was perfect . . . If only I could go back in time and read this
book for the ﬁrst time again' ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ reader review ..........................................
Victoria and Owen are bitter rivals. Nora and Luke are friends online. Who would
believe these two couples have anything in common? Of all the decisions brilliant
lawyer Victoria Clemenceaux has made in her life, an unforgettable one-night stand
with her opposing counsel Owen Pohl is either the worst...or the best. One thing is
certain: these long-standing rivals aren't going to let their searing attraction stop
them from winning the biggest case of their careers. Thankfully Victoria and Owen
have someone to vent to about their nemeses. But they have no idea that their
online 'friends', Nora and Luke, are the very people they hate in real life. As Nora and
Luke grow closer online, and Victoria and Owen ﬁnd their undeniable attraction
harder to resist, the lines between love and hate blur. When the truth comes out, will
their online chemistry work in the real world, or will their constant rivalry sever their
connection? .......................................... Raves for I Love You, I Hate You! 'This book
made my heart sing . . . There's such tenderness and passion and LIFE . . . Go buy
this book immediately' 'So good that I devoured the whole book in one sitting' 'You
know when you ﬁnd a book you love so much you accidentally stay up until well after
2am to ﬁnish it in one sitting? . . . That's this book! . . . A fun, fast-paced debut
romance that I could read again and again' Two can play at this game . . . Look out
for The Player Next Door, the smart and sexy new fake-dating rom-com from
Elizabeth Davis, available to preorder now!
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THE HATING GAME
TIKTOK MADE ME BUY IT! THE PERFECT ENEMIES TO LOVERS
ROMCOM
Hachette UK 'Charming, self-deprecating, quick-witted and funny' The New York
Times 'The Hating Game is bursting at the seams with love (and hate) and heart'
Christina Lauren, New York Times bestselling author of The Unhoneymooners Soon
to be a movie starring Lucy Hale and Austin Stowell, USA Today bestselling author
Sally Thorne's hilarious and sexy workplace comedy is all about that thin, ﬁne line
between hate and love. Lucy Hutton and Joshua Templeman sit across from each
other every day . . . and they hate each other. Not dislike. Not begrudgingly tolerate.
HATE. Lucy can't understand Joshua's joyless, uptight approach to his job and refusal
to smile. Joshua is clearly baﬄed by Lucy's overly bright clothes, quirkiness, and
desire to be liked. Now they're up for the same promotion and Lucy, usually a
determined people-pleaser, has had enough: it's time to take him down. But as the
tension between Lucy and Joshua reaches its boiling point, it's clear that the real
battle has only just begun . . . This bestselling, laugh-out-loud romantic comedy is an
unmissable treat, perfect for fans of Christina Lauren's UNHONEYMOONERS or Emily
Henry's BEACH READ. 'Funny, sexy and instantly unputdownable' Paige Toon 'The
next Sophie Kinsella' Bustle 'A smart and funny modern romance' Good
Housekeeping 'Acerbic and sexy and ﬁlled with tension . . . a wicked, witty romance
that will capture readers' hearts long before Joshua manages to capture Lucy's'
Sarah MacLean, Washington Post

HATE-WORK
WORKING THROUGH THE PAIN AND PLEASURES OF HATE
Westminster John Knox Press Using stories, case histories, and correlating
perspectives from psychology, sociology, and theology, Augsburger explains how
hate functions. He also makes an argument for the moral imperative of moving from
hate to justice and mercy in our dealings with one another.

THE HATING GAME
A NOVEL
William Morrow Paperbacks USA Today Bestseller Debut author Sally Thorne bursts
on the scene with a hilarious and sexy workplace comedy all about that thin, ﬁne line
between hate and love. Nemesis (n.) 1) An opponent or rival whom a person cannot
best or overcome. 2) A person’s undoing 3) Joshua Templeman Lucy Hutton and
Joshua Templeman hate each other. Not dislike. Not begrudgingly tolerate. Hate. And
they have no problem displaying their feelings through a series of ritualistic passive
aggressive maneuvers as they sit across from each other, executive assistants to coCEOs of a publishing company. Lucy can’t understand Joshua’s joyless, uptight,
meticulous approach to his job. Joshua is clearly baﬄed by Lucy’s overly bright
clothes, quirkiness, and Pollyanna attitude. Now up for the same promotion, their
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battle of wills has come to a head and Lucy refuses to back down when their latest
game could cost her her dream job…But the tension between Lucy and Joshua has
also reached its boiling point, and Lucy is discovering that maybe she doesn’t hate
Joshua. And maybe, he doesn’t hate her either. Or maybe this is just another game.

I HATE BOOKS
I Hate Books, is about a boy name Jared, who hated to read but had a desire to
please his mother. He will discover choices that will depend on his happiness or his
mothers. This is a coming of age story, that will take you on a adventure of the
importance of reading.

THE HATE U GIVE
Thorndike Striving Reader 8 starred reviews - Goodreads Choice Awards Best of the
Best - William C. Morris Award Winner - National Book Award Longlist - Printz Honor
Book - Coretta Scott King Honor Book - #1 New York Times Bestseller! Absolutely
riveting! --Jason Reynolds Stunning. --John Green This story is necessary. This story is
important. --Kirkus (starred review) Heartbreakingly topical. --Publishers Weekly
(starred review) A marvel of verisimilitude. --Booklist (starred review) A powerful, inyour-face novel. --Horn Book (starred review) Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves
between two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban
prep school she attends. The uneasy balance between these worlds is shattered
when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the
hands of a police oﬃcer. Khalil was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a national
headline. Some are calling him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a gangbanger.
Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil's name. Some cops and the local drug
lord try to intimidate Starr and her family. What everyone wants to know is: what
really went down that night? And the only person alive who can answer that is Starr.
But what Starr does--or does not--say could upend her community. It could also
endanger her life. Want more of Garden Heights? Catch Maverick and Seven's story
in Concrete Rose, Angie Thomas's powerful prequel to The Hate U Give.

THIS IS WHY I HATE YOU
Onision Within these pages wait violent ﬁghts, disease, death, controversy,
sexuality, tragedy and crime. This journal documents a hateful young man's path to
darkness. Many events that occur are based on real events. You will ﬁnd many
moments from the authors own life sewn into the life of Arthur Gale. You can only go
so far before all hope of return is lost; this book reaches that point, and goes even
farther. James represented the light, Arthur is the dark. There is no hero. There is
only Arthur.

THE TROUBLE WITH HATING YOU
Forever A ﬁercely independent engineer walks out on the man her parents have set
her up with -- only to start working side-by-side with him at her job in this laugh-outloud debut with "delicious banter, deep wounds, heartwarming friendships, and a
path to love that often feels impossibly hard, and [a payoﬀ] satisfying enough to give
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you a book hangover the size of Texas" (Sonali Dev, USA Today bestselling author of
Recipe for Persuasion). Liya Thakkar is a successful biochemical engineer, takeout
enthusiast, and happily single woman. The moment she realizes her parents' latest
dinner party is a setup with the man they want her to marry, she's out the back door
in a ﬂash. Imagine her surprise when the same guy shows up at her oﬃce a week
later -- the new lawyer hired to save her struggling company. What's not surprising:
he's not too thrilled to see her either after that humiliating ﬁasco. Jay Shah looks
good on paper...and oﬀ. Especially if you like that whole gorgeous, charming lawyerin-a-good-suit thing. He's also infuriating. As their witty oﬃce banter turns into latenight chats, Liya starts to think he might be the one man who truly accepts her. But
falling for each other means exposing their painful pasts. Will Liya keep running, or
will she ﬁnally give love a real chance?

THE HATING BOOK
A little girl knew her friend hated her but she didn't know why until she ﬁnally got up
courage to ask why they were being so rotten to each other.

I HATE PEOPLE!
KICK LOOSE FROM THE OVERBEARING AND UNDERHANDED JERKS AT
WORK AND GET WHAT YOU WANT OUT OF YOUR JOB
Hachette UK Face it, whether your company has 10 employees or 10,000, you must
grapple with people you can't stand in the oﬃce. Luckily Jonathan Littman and Marc
Hershon have written I Hate People!, a smart, counter-intuitive, and irreverent turn
on the classic workplace self-help book that will show you how to identify the Ten
Least Wanted -- the people you hate -- while revealing the strategies to neutralize
them. Learn to ﬂy right by the "Stop Sign" (nay-sayer) and rise above the
pronouncements of the "Know-it-None." I Hate People! will teach you how to carve
out more time for yourself by becoming a "Soloist" -- one of those bold individuals
daring to work alone or collaborate with a handful of other talented people....while
artfully deﬂecting the rest.

I NEED YOU TO HATE ME
A passionate and enthralling college romance. Two damaged souls on a path to
obliteration. When they collide, will they heal each other, or are they damaged
beyond repair? What's worse than losing someone you love? Blaming yourself for
their death. Two years after a devastating accident, Calla is still full of guilt. But
beyond the blame, other demons are prowling. Post-traumatic stress disorder. Poor
grades. Insomnia. Estrangement. Calla is hopeful for a fresh start. A new beginning.
She's in for an inscrutable surprise when her path collides with Ace's.Ace is an
asshole-there's no denying that. He's rude, arrogant, and impulsive. A magnetic
force comes out to play, hurling Calla into Ace at full speed without brakes to
decelerate. And there's no ﬁghting fate, no matter how cruel or unfair it seems.
Soon, Calla is addicted. Addicted to Ace-addicted to the elation he makes her feel.
And she realizes that perhaps, they aren't so diﬀerent after all. However, secrets are
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deeply entrenched and woven through their souls. When they ﬁnally unveil, will Calla
be able to look past them, or will everything shatter beneath her?

HATING HIM
The Wild Rose Press Inc Mandy has a plan to move on from her cheating ex by
seducing her best friend’s brother. Instead, she mistakenly seduces a stranger with a
body from an erotic fairy tale. For Mandy, an art major who only paints in black and
white, Brandon adds a dangerous splash of color to her life. Brandon Gage is used to
getting what he wants, so he won't give up his pursuit of her despite her telling him
she's been in love with his roommate Jake since high school. After a sports injury, he
becomes her patient at the health clinic where she works and hatches his own plan
to make Mandy forget about Jake and fall for him. He soon learns that pretending to
date her only makes him want her more. Who will be the winner in “Operation
Mandy”?

THE I HATE TO READ BOOK
Reading is not for everybody, but everybody has to read. This is a light-hearted look
at reading dislikes and diﬃculties. The I Hate to Read Book pokes fun at teachers,
parents, and others who push readers (young and old) who don't want to be pushed.
For once, give them a book that they'll enjoy. And, it's short.

LONDONERS
THE DAYS AND NIGHTS OF LONDON NOW - AS TOLD BY THOSE WHO
LOVE IT, HATE IT, LIVE IT, LEFT IT AND LONG FOR IT
Granta Books Here are the voices of London - rich and poor, native and immigrant,
women and men - witnessed by Craig Taylor, an acclaimed journalist, playwright and
writer, who spent ﬁve years exploring the city and listening to its residents. From the
woman whose voice announces the stations on the London Underground to the man
who plants the trees along Oxford Street; from a Pakistani currency trader to a
Guardsman at Buckingham Palace - together, these voices and many more, paint a
vivid, epic and wholly fresh portrait of Twenty-First Century London.

LOVE, DESIRE & HATE
Robson In 1955 a glittering array of Hollywood talent assembles in Mexico to ﬁlm an
extravaganza on Cortez. They include Nick Stone, the young Greek director; Julian
'Looks' Brook, the English matinee idol and his beautiful ﬁancee, Ines; sexy French
starlet Dominique du Frey with her strange, white-haired chaperone Agathe; and
imperious producer Herbert Croft. Under the blazing sun, old vendettas are stirring,
to be paid oﬀ in a saga of revenge and murder which began in the darkness of wartorn France. This stunning racy story, packed with glamorous characters and
intriguing storylines, is absolutely compelling.

HATING THE BOSS
One night. That's all it was supposed to be. Imagine my surprise when Mr. Sexy in a
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Suit breezed through the door on the ﬁrst day of school. Ladies and gentlemen, meet
my new boss. Not only does he instantly recognize me, but he accuses me of
stealing something valuable from him the morning I walk-of-shamed out of his
apartment. When bullying me into a confession doesn't work, he turns my life into a
living nightmare - as if that will coax me into returning what I supposedly stole. But
this is my school, and the only thing I'll be returning is payback. Game. On. There's
only one problem. I wanted him before I hated him, and even now, a part of me still
wants him. Somehow, through all of our ﬁghting, through the anger and the pranks, I
think I'm falling in love with the enemy.

TEN THINGS I HATE ABOUT ME
Trapeze 'This is a remarkable book. The honesty is startling and potent' Dawn French
'You have to buy this book. I mean it. It's very funny and sad and utterly true. It's a
life-saver' Miriam Margolyes Hi. I hope you're ok. My name's Joe, and I have one job,
every day: don't kill myself. I live with a complex mental illness called Borderline
Personality Disorder (BPD). 15% of people with BPD die by suicide, and 40% try. I'm
already in the 40%. My job is to keep out of the 15%. In this book I want to try and
explain what life is like when you have a brain that is essentially trying to murder
you every day. It's a collection of the funny, sad and shocking stuﬀ that has
happened to me along the way. Writing this book has been the hardest thing I've
ever done. It had to be dragged into the world, with my condition telling me that
every single word, sentence and chapter was terrible and would make strangers
walk up to me in the street and punch me in the face. But I had run out of options. I'd
done everything I 'd been told to do and I still thought about killing myself every day.
So I wrote this book to save my life. But if there is even the smallest chance that me
telling you how I live with me helps you live with you; if it opens up a space for
someone, somewhere to be more honest about their mental illness, it will have been
worth it. Please don't kill yourself. Love Joe xx 'Please read this book. It will make the
world a better place' James O'Brien 'This book will save lives' Lorraine Kelly 'Just
holding this book will make you a better person' Paddy McGuinness

THE HATE U GIVE
Balzer & Bray 8 starred reviews - Goodreads Choice Awards Best of the Best William C. Morris Award Winner - National Book Award Longlist - Printz Honor Book Coretta Scott King Honor Book - #1 New York Times Bestseller! Absolutely riveting! -Jason Reynolds Stunning. --John Green This story is necessary. This story is
important. --Kirkus (starred review) Heartbreakingly topical. --Publishers Weekly
(starred review) A marvel of verisimilitude. --Booklist (starred review) A powerful, inyour-face novel. --Horn Book (starred review) Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves
between two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban
prep school she attends. The uneasy balance between these worlds is shattered
when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the
hands of a police oﬃcer. Khalil was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a national
headline. Some are calling him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a gangbanger.
Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil's name. Some cops and the local drug
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lord try to intimidate Starr and her family. What everyone wants to know is: what
really went down that night? And the only person alive who can answer that is Starr.
But what Starr does--or does not--say could upend her community. It could also
endanger her life. Want more of Garden Heights? Catch Maverick and Seven's story
in Concrete Rose, Angie Thomas's powerful prequel to The Hate U Give.

DATING YOU / HATING YOU
Simon and Schuster Everyone knows that all’s fair in love and war. But these two will
learn that sabotage is a dish best served naked. A sexy, compulsively readable
romantic comedy that dives headlong into the thrill and doubt of modern love,
Dating You/Hating You by New York Times bestselling author Christina Lauren is the
story of what two high-powered agents will—and won’t—do to get everything they
ever wanted. Despite the odds against them from an embarrassing meet-awkward at
a mutual friend’s Halloween party, Carter and Evie immediately hit it oﬀ. Even the
realization that they’re both high-powered agents at competing ﬁrms in Hollywood
isn’t enough to squash the ﬁre. But when their two agencies merge—causing the pair
to vie for the same position—all bets are oﬀ. What could have been a beautiful,
blossoming romance turns into an all-out war of sabotage. Carter and Evie are both
thirtysomething professionals—so why can’t they act like it? Can Carter stop trying
to please everyone and see how their mutual boss is really playing the game? Can
Evie put aside her competitive nature long enough to ﬁgure out what she really
wants in life? Can their actor clients just be something close to human? Whether
these two Hollywood love/hatebirds get the storybook Hollywood ending, or just a
dramedy of epic proportions, you get to enjoy Christina Lauren’s heartfelt, hilarious
story of romance in the modern world.

DON'T HATE THE PLAYER
Bloomsbury Publishing USA "Refreshingly voice-y, wildly smart, and genuinely
hilarious." - Casey McQuiston, New York Times bestselling author of Red, White &
Royal Blue From an exciting new voice comes a funny and heartfelt YA romance set
in the world of competitive gaming, perfect for fans of Opposite of Always and Slay.
Emilia Romero is living a double life. By day, she's a ﬁeld hockey star with a ﬂawless
report card. But by night, she's kicking virtual ass as the only female member of a
highly competitive eSports team. Emilia has mastered the art of keeping her two
worlds thriving, which hinges on them staying completely separate. That's in part to
keep her real-life persona, but also for her own safety, since girl gamers are often
threatened and harassed. When a major eSports tournament comes to her city,
Emilia is determined to prove herself to her team and the male-dominated gaming
community. But her perfectly balanced life is thrown for a loop when a member of a
rival team recognizes her . . . Jake Hooper has had a crush on Emilia since he was
ten years old. When his underdog eSports team makes it into the tournament, he's
ﬂoored to discover she's been leading a double life. The fates bring Jake and Emilia
together as they work to keep her secret, even as the pressures of the tournament
and their non-gaming world threaten to pull everything apart. Debut author Alexis
Nedd has crafted a YA combo-punch of charming romance and virtual adventure that
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will win the hearts of gamers and non-gamers alike.

LOVE TO HATE
AMERICA'S OBSESSION WITH HATRED AND VIOLENCE
Columbia University Press Why? is the simple, impulsive question we ask when
confronted by horrible acts of hatred and violence. Why do students shoot fellow
students or employees their coworkers? Why do mothers drown their children or
husbands stalk and kill their wives? Love to Hate challenges us to turn this question
upon ourselves at a deeper level. Why, as a culture, are we so fascinated by these
acts? Why do we bestow celebrity on the perpetrators, while allowing the victims to
fade into a second death of obscurity? Are we, as Pope John Paul II famously
accused, "a culture of death"? And if so, how can we break free of this
unacknowledged aspect of the cycle of violence? Unlike those who point solely to
media imagery, splintered families, or lax gun control laws in search of the roots of
America's endemic violence, Jody M. Roy suggests that we all must be held
responsible. She argues that we reveal our love aﬀair with hatred and violence in the
ways we think and speak in our daily lives and in our popular culture. The very words
we use function as building blocks of callousness and contempt, betraying our
immersion in subtexts of violence and hatred. These subtexts are further revealed in
our complex attitudes toward street gangs, school shooters, serial killers, and hate
groups and the paroxysms of violence they unleash. As spectators, driven by our
impulse to watch, we become an integral part of the equation of violence. In the
book's ﬁnal section, "Freeing Ourselves of Our Obsession with Hatred and Violence,"
Roy oﬀers practical steps we can take—as parents, consumers, and voters—to free
ourselves from linguistic and cultural complicity and to help create in America a
culture of life.

GARFIELD, WHY DO YOU HATE MONDAYS?
TEN THINGS I HATE ABOUT ME
Scholastic Inc. Lebanese-Australian Jamilah hides her heritage from her classmates
and tries to pass by dyeing her hair blonde and wearing blue-tinted contact lenses,
until her conﬂicted feelings become too much for her to bear.

I HATE EVERYTHING
A COLORING AND ACTIVITY BOOK FOR WHEN YOU WANT TO BURN IT
ALL DOWN
Independently Published Ever feel like you have had enough and all you can think
about is starting the apocalypse? Before you break out the Molotov cocktails, check
out this book. Filled with over 25 pages of activities, this book will help you get
through the hateful days with laughter. Instead of setting the world on ﬁre you can
ﬁll this book with your hate and set it ablaze. Check my author page for a sneak
peek at some of the pages in the book!
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SECOND FIRST IMPRESSIONS
A HEARTWARMING ROMCOM FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF
THE HATING GAME
Hachette UK 'A truly adorable, heart-warming, swoon-worthy love story' Beth O'Leary
The latest swoonworthy romcom from the bestselling author of TikTok sensation The
Hating Game First impressions aren't always what they seem . . . Ruthie Midona is
twenty-four (going on ninety-four) and fully committed to her job at a luxury
retirement village. Keeping herself busy caring for the eccentric residents means
that Ruthie can safely ignore her own life - what little there is of it. Teddy Prescott is
practically allergic to a hard day's work. When he rocks up as the retirement village's
newest employee, Ruthie is less than impressed. The last thing she needs is a
distraction as irritating (and handsome) as this selﬁsh rich kid. Lucky for Ruthie, her
favourite pair of mischievous residents need a new assistant to torture... so she
hands over Teddy, ready for them to send him running. Except Teddy may be about
to surprise her - not just by surviving the old women's antics, but by charming Ruthie
so much, she starts to remember that there's more to life than work. And just
maybe, her second ﬁrst impression will lead to the love of a lifetime . . . PRAISE FOR
SALLY THORNE 'Hilarious, heartfelt, smart and sexy . . . everything I want in a
romance' Sarah J. Maas 'The warmest, coziest, sweetest book of the year, an
absolutely perfect blend of humour and heart' Emily Henry 'Funny, sexy and
instantly unputdownable' Paige Toon 'Charming, self-deprecating, quick-witted and
funny' New York Times 'Bursting at the seams with love (and hate) and heart'
Christina Lauren 'One of the most delectable rom-coms I've ever read' Entertainment
Weekly 'Lovely' Bella

EVERYONE YOU HATE IS GOING TO DIE
AND OTHER COMFORTING THOUGHTS ON FAMILY, FRIENDS, SEX,
LOVE, AND MORE THINGS THAT RUIN YOUR LIFE
Random House This is the Pandora's Box of self-help books. - Conan O'Brien Daniel
Sloss's stand-up comedy engages, enrages, oﬀends, unsettles, educates, comforts,
and gets audiences roaring with laughter - all at the same time. In his
groundbreaking specials, seen on Netﬂix and HBO, he has brilliantly tackled
everything from male toxicity and friendship to love, romance and marriage - and
claims (with the data to back it up) that his on-stage laser-like dissection of
relationships has single-handedly caused more than 300 divorces and 120,000
breakups. Now, in his ﬁrst book, he picks up where his specials left oﬀ, and goes
after every conceivable kind of relationship - with one's country (Sloss's is Scotland);
with America; with lovers, ex-lovers, ex-lovers who you hate, ex-lovers who hate you;
with parents; with best friends (male and female), not-best friends; with children;
with siblings; and even with the global pandemic and our own mortality. In Everyone
You Hate Is Going to Die, every human connection gets the brutally funny (and
unfailingly incisive) Sloss treatment as he illuminates the ways in which all of our
relationships are fragile and ridiculous and awful - but also valuable and meaningful
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and important.

HATING ALISON ASHLEY
Penguin Group Australia Alison Ashley. She was the most beautiful, graceful, elegant
thing you ever saw in your life . . . And from the ﬁrst day I hated her. Every so often,
there comes a story so brilliant and lively and moving that it cannot be left in the
past. Rediscover the magic of our country's most memorable children's books in the
Penguin Australia Children's Classics series of stories too precious to leave behind.

I HATE THE INTERNET
A NOVEL
Serpent's Tail In New York in the middle of the twentieth century, comic book
companies ﬁgured out how to make millions from comics without paying their
creators anything. In San Francisco at the start of the twenty-ﬁrst century, tech
companies ﬁgured out how to make millions from online abuse without paying its
creators anything. In the 1990s, Adeline drew a successful comic book series that
ended up making her kind-of famous. In 2013, Adeline aired some unfashionable
opinions that made their way onto the Internet. The reaction of the Internet, being a
tool for making millions in advertising revenue from online abuse, was predictable.
The reaction of the Internet, being part of a culture that hates women, was to send
Adeline messages like 'Drp slut ... hope u get gang rape.' Set in a San Francisco
hollowed out by tech money, greed and rampant gentriﬁcation, I Hate the Internet is
a savage indictment of the intolerable bullshit of unregulated capitalism and an
uproarious, hilarious but above all furious satire of our Internet Age.

HATE INC
WHY TODAY'S MEDIA MAKES US DESPISE ONE ANOTHER
I HATE EVERYONE
Simon and Schuster It's true: Misery does love company. But what kind of company
can you keep if you can't stand anyone? This kind. No matter who they are or what
they do that sets you oﬀ and gets you going, you'll ﬁnd 'em inside. From rich people
who are dicks to guys named Rich who go by Dick to those who are always cold to
people who are just hot, no one is safe. But one thing is certain—everyone will ﬁnd
someone they equally despise. And you're gonna love it, period.

A CONCISE GRAMMAR BOOK FOR THOSE WHO HATE GRAMMAR
Improve Your Writing Quickly! What spell check and grammar check can't do for you,
this book will. For more than 30 years, Ron Mead has helped countless college
students, government, military, and corporate personnel improve their writing. This
book is an invaluable resource for editors, authors, technical writers, high school and
college teachers, students, journalists, bloggers, public speakers, and for writers in
the public and private sectors. See how to correct the most common errors. Clear,
concise explanations help you to quickly grasp the grammar rules. A Concise
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Grammar Book for Those Who Hate Grammar is written in an easy-to-read format
and is organized using a numbering system to make answers easy to ﬁnd.

I HATE THE LAKE DISTRICT
MIT Press An alternative view of the North West of England that delves into its
stranger past. I Hate the Lake District oﬀers a diﬀerent vision of the rural
environment from those found in much contemporary nature writing. Based on the
author's trips around North West England, the book engages with nuclear power and
nuclear war, slavery, imperialism, ghosts, love, God, cockroaches, and the sheer
violence and contingency of “nature” itself—of which the human presence is merely
a part. Each chapter starts with an account of a visit to a place in this remote part of
England, the deep north, but digresses and wanders through multifarious themes
and subjects. Among the sites Gere visits are the defunct nuclear power station at
Sellaﬁeld, home of all British nuclear waste; Lake Coniston, where Donald Campbell
died trying to break the water speed record; Hadrian's Wall, furthermost reach of the
Roman Empire; the mysterious and deathly Morecambe Bay; sites of slavery in the
North West; places where UFOs have been sighted, avant-garde artists created work,
and Islamic terrorists trained; shantytowns where the navvies who built the railways
lived with their families; and even the remains of Blobbyland in Morecambe. In I Hate
the Lake District, Gere challenges the bourgeois pastoralism of popular nature
writing and reveals the landscape of North West England as profoundly unnatural
and strange.

THE I HATE MY JOB HANDBOOK
HOW TO DEAL WITH HELL AT WORK
Fawcett Oﬀers unconventional advice for coping with job dissatisfaction, including
tapping into the grapevine, plotting revenge, and getting ﬁred with severence

I HATE READING
HOW TO READ WHEN YOU'D RATHER NOT
HarperCollins I Hate Reading is a highly visual chapter book designed to help even
the most reluctant reader breeze through reading time, feel successful at reading,
and even laugh! Get reluctant readers reading with I Hate Reading! OK. So, you have
to read for 20 minutes, but you don’t want to. Maybe your mom or dad or teacher
even has a timer—yikes! If you have to read, but you don’t like reading, this book is
for you! If someone’s bugging you to open a book, grab this one. In this book, you’ll
zoom through 20 minutes of reading . . . without really reading! Did you know that
65% of 4th graders in the US read below grade level? Learning to read can be
frustrating. But it can also be fun. I Hate Reading by Beth Bacon validates the
experience of reluctant readers and rewards them with laughter.

LIVING WITH YOUR BODY AND OTHER THINGS YOU HATE
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HOW TO LET GO OF YOUR STRUGGLE WITH BODY IMAGE USING
ACCEPTANCE AND COMMITMENT THERAPY
New Harbinger Publications Let’s be honest: most people are unhappy with at least
some aspect of their physical appearance. Just think of all the money we spend each
year trying to improve our looks! But if worrying about your appearance is getting in
the way of living, maybe it’s time to start thinking about body image in a completely
new way. Based in proven-eﬀective acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT),
Living with Your Body and Other Things You Hate oﬀers a unique approach to
addressing your struggle with body image. In this book, you will not be told that your
self-perceptions are wrong, that your thoughts are irrational, or that your feelings
are misguided. Instead, you will learn to live with the reality that these often painful
thoughts and beliefs about yourself will arise from time to time, and that what is
really important is accepting these distressing thoughts without allowing them to
dominate your life. You know what it’s like to constantly be checking the mirror, to
avoid certain social situations where your body may be exposed, or to gaze longingly
at a fashion model in a magazine and think, “Why can’t I be her?” But what you may
not know is that people who struggle with negative body image are at an increased
risk for depression, anxiety, eating disorders, and low self-esteem. Body image
problems can even lead to major ﬁnancial issues. By focusing on your appearance
and little else, you are hurting yourself in more ways than one. If you are ready to
ﬁnd a purpose in life that is more important than the pain you feel about your
appearance, this book provides a truthful, powerful resource.
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